I. Instructions for usage:
1. After pressing the On/Off button, you should see an 8 digit number shown. And you should input the “8 digit number” via keyboard to your workstation computer or telephone for authentication. Then Pressing the On/Off button again, the “8 digit number” will show off.
2. Holding up the select number “1” before pressing the On/Off button, then you can get the serial number of Token, for example 00000011.

II. Method of replacement of battery:
When “LOW” shown on the LCD or the number shown blur, please change the battery.
The design for NIPASS 100 Token ensures that action of replacing the batteries would not affect the parameters in it. The replacement action must be completed within 3 minutes. Do not press the start (ON) button during the replacement action. You must turn off the Token before battery replacement.

Replacement of battery:
1. Battery Coverlock: Open or close it with a screw drive.
2. Battery cover: Open the cover. Push it down to open.
4. Battery: Both the two sides showing (+) faces up

III. Attention:
To prevent improper use that would cause token failed; please pay attention to the following:
1. Keep the token from being submerged in water, exposed to rain or seeped by chemical solutions.
2. Keep it from falling, heavy impacts, and heavy load.
3. Keep it from long-time sunshine, as the product may be deformed.